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PRODUCTIVITY ROAD TEST

MEET THE BOSS

Andy Mullins
People say never work with children
or animals, but working with friends
is often another business trap.
Not so for Andy Mullins, partner in
a company that runs numerous
Melbourne-based pubs.
‘‘I began my career working in a
Collins Street broking firm. I loved it
but I’d always dreamed of running my
own business. Then my brother Matt,
best mate Tom and I heard about
[friend] Dougie’s dream of owning
pubs and we were away,’’ he says.
Fourteen years later the group is
expanding at a time many others are
struggling.

‘‘It’s like another marriage. [We
value] open and honest
communication, supporting one
another’s dreams, listening; all the
stuff guys may not do naturally. We’d
happily sell up if [the business] gets
in the way of the friendship. Our
managers know that, and our wives
know that; you have to have love and
respect for each other.’’ To achieve it,
the four work closely with a
corporate consultant (‘‘Our wives say
he’s our second marriage
counsellor’’) and also use their
accountant and solicitor as key
advisers.

CURRICULUM
VITAE
Name: Andy Mullins
Current position:
Director, Sand Hill Road.
Group responsibilities:
Strategy and human
resources.
Education:
Abandoned arts
degree (Melbourne
University) and public
relations degree
(Deakin University).
‘‘I’ve been surrounded
by extraordinary businessmen instead.’’
Additional training/courses: Also runs film production company,
(Sand Hill Road Pictures, which made Kanyini, among other films.)
Professional associations: Karma Kegs (board member); Yarra
Liquor Forum (member); City of Stonnington Liquor Accord
(member); Australian Directors Guild (member)
Honourable mentions: Charity initiative Karma Kegs raises
around $100,000 a year for small charities.
Sand Hill Road Pictures has won awards across the world.
Strength: ‘‘I’m people focused, so I instinctively prioritise that in
almost any scenario.’’
Weakness: ‘‘I can get side-tracked by personal responses and
issues, rather than hard data.’’
Management style and tips: Open, collaborative and supportive.
‘‘I try to lead by example.’’
Work motto: ‘‘We try to stay away from mottos, but one I live by
is, ‘laugh, learn, live, love life.’ ’’
SUE WHITE

Stepping up the pace
A healthy worker is a productive worker – well, in theory, Sue White writes.

A

month ago, I’d have been
convinced there’s nothing
quite as disconcerting as
having a conversation with a
colleague only to have her stop and
stare in a concerned manner at her
own cleavage.
Now, I know there is. It’s having
that same colleague reach a hand
down into said cleavage and state:
‘‘You have to check this out!’’ Turns
out the item in question was not her
bosom, but a small USB-shaped
pedometer known as a Fitbit.
It’s one of the myriad options now
on the market to help us motivate
ourselves to a healthier day by
measuring steps, food intake, sleep
and anything else we’re willing to
quantify. For someone like me, who
is aspirationally healthy but can
easily sit in front of a keyboard in an
office for 40 hours a week, devices
like this are perfect. And although
there are a couple of very sensible
reasons to measure how many steps
one takes in a day (lack of movement
is horrible for our health and, on the
work front, a healthier worker is a
more productive worker), it’s
something else that draws me in:
competition. The device’s capacity
to automatically sync to a website or
app means I can use it to compete
with my ‘‘Fitbit friends’’.
It’s a genius move that is
simultaneously motivating and
frightening: ‘‘Seriously, how has she
managed to hit 20,000 steps
already?’’ I wonder at least once a
week about lunchtime, jumping out
of my chair for a quick stroll to
bolster my own dismal step count.
Despite aiming only for a modest
10,000 steps a day, I am shocked to
discover that unless I try hard, a day
of working from home can clock up
fewer than 2000 steps. Conversely, if
I head outside for a day of meetings
and shun all offers of a ride, choose
to get off the bus a stop early and
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consistently take stairs rather than
lifts, 10,000 steps takes only a
modicum of adjustments to achieve.
It’s this reality that, for me, makes
the device a hit. I may not reach my
goal every day, but several times a
day I find myself thinking about my
health. While I soon discover I’m too
lazy to maximise the opportunities
to input water, food and sleep, it
turns out that I’m obsessed with
counting steps.
Naturally, there are some
downsides, mostly involving keeping
track of a small device that is easy to
lose. I soon realise why my colleague
has hers tucked in her bra.
While my Fitbit is clipped to my
jeans, I drop it on the taxi rank
outside Sydney airport, accidentally
throw it into the bin and quickly
misplace the dongle that is needed to

charge the device every week. Once
I relocate the Fitbit down my top, I
spend an inordinate amount of time
checking the dirty clothes basket
until I find it clipped safely to the
previous day’s sweaty bra.
Nonetheless, the Fitbit’s ability to
motivate me to move refuses to wear
off. Instead, time at the keyboard
now also involves me eagerly waiting
for the automated positive feedback
that hits my inbox with increasing
regularity. ‘‘Whoa! You’ve walked
15,000 steps in a single day! Keep up
the pace to earn another badge!’’
Indeed, I will.
Sue White is a freelance writer
interested in productivity,
working healthily and moving at
least 10,000 steps a day. Follow
@suewhitewriter
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